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As it is said that ideas and ideals rule the world. Without ideas and ideals one can’s 

lead even an ordinary life. If follow the life of great persons it becomes satisfactory to 

lead life in a satisfied way. 

  Good thoughts make you think big, think idealist think better than good. Good 

thoughts make you think your living in different way. 

 Good ideas gives good inspiration to inspire to perform good deeds. Good ideals give 

idealist motivation to make to do well to the world. 

 Good thoughts also make life easy and successful. 
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Introduction 

If you have good ideas you can step forward to do something good in life. As 

PanditMadanmohanMalviya once had said ‘be courageous, be courteous, it is the only 

way to succeed in life. There is only a unique way to be free and to be progressive in 

life. Fight fearlessly for justice and social rights. The knowledge which doesn’t help 

to fight for justice is of no use’.  

Nobel laureate and the first nobel laureate in literature of the Asia Ravindranath 

Tagore gas said ‘if you don’t make mistake you can’t learn a lesson in your life. You 

can’t innovate new thing unless you make anything mistakenly. Be free, feel your 

freedom to get whatever you desire.’ 

Theory and Discussion 

PanditBirjuMaharaj has said ‘Listen to your inner voice, your mind and thoughts must 

dance on your mind’s tune. Dance on the sweet tunes of your mind, body, inner 

conscious. It would balance your soul, your heart your mind putting together’. 

Only Indian scientist who got Nobel Prize in Science i.e. Physics Sir C.V.Raman has 

said that ‘Ask questions, if you ask questions to the nature,it would open its secret 

doors for you. Let you face debacle,failure, and command over it. If you don’t 

experience failure you can‘t learn in your life. Failure is the greatest teacher in your 

life’. 

Swami Vivekananda had said ‘pursue your aim dream it, think of it day and night. 

Strive to make it reality. Speak to yourself once at least. Ask a question to yourself 

where is your aim has reached and how far are you away from your aim’.  

Abstract 
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According to Savitribaifule ‘Deny ignorance, defeat it, beat it, and throw it from your 

life. Change yourself if you want to change the world. Get ready to fight for your 

rights and hence rights of the society’. 

 BKS Ayyangar says that ‘make your body a bow, make your deeds an arrow. 

Become a medium to achieve your aim. Don’t search options of success outside they 

are present in your physical existence. 

Cambridge university research says ‘students of music sustain difficulties at ease as 

compared to other students. Music teach to have tolerance of highest kind. Students of 

music face difficulties without and additional strains. 

  The best music is the gift of combined efforts. Many brains have worked hard to 

make best music which is melodious. Best music is formed through collective efforts. 

Have a practice of thinking good every day 

  As the riyaj i.e. practice is the key for learning music same rule is applicable in life 

that you have to practice whatever the aspect is to be learnt. Practice is the way to 

success. Practise makes you perfect. More practice makes you more perfect. Music 

teaches you to listen to others. If you don’t listen to others you are unable to balance 

your life.   

 Pure research survey says that science has made life easy and comfortable. 79% 

adults agrees to this revelations. Ask ‘wh’ question i.e. how, why, what, where to get 

thing better done. If you have answers to these questions, you don’t have to face 

difficulties in life. 

   If the actionable force is more, then reaction able force will be more. 

Honour the dream by doing the work. Keep your vision on your goal not below it to 

achieve it immediately. Ratan Tata has said that ‘I don’t believe in taking right 

decisions, I take decisions and make them right.’  

   Don’t accept defeat, fight the situation as the unripe raw mango one day 

transformed into a sweet mango. Osho says ‘If you compare yourself with the others 

then you are humiliating yourself. If you think of the others without thinking yourself 

you yourself cannot progress’. 

    Five rules of happier life are  love yourself, do good to the others, always forgive to 

others, be positive in life, malice towards none, do no harm to others. 

Good sayings and good thoughts increases your efficiency 

‘Ups and downs in life are very important to keep us going, because a straight line 

even in an ECG means we are not alive’, according to Ratan Tata. 

A beautiful life doesn’t just happen.It is created by kindness,hardwork,struggleand 

love. Be grateful for the hard times too. They have opened your eyes to the things you 

weren’t paying attention to.  

  ‘Your pain is not permanent, your problems are smaller than you think, one day you 

are going to fly again’ by SangitaRana. 
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A mistake repeated more than once is a decision. Kindness makes you the most 

beautiful person in the world no matter what you look like. 

‘If you quit once it becomes a habit’ Michel Jordon. 

‘If you love someone you can pray for him or her because prayer is the essence of 

love’, Osho. 

How much you value a person is not important. More important is how long you 

value that person with the same feeling. Having a sharp memory is a good quality of 

the brain but the ability to forget the unwanted things is far better quality of the heart. 

‘Death is a milestone in a circle of life’, Zhuang-Zhou 

‘Be twenty years older when give suggestion’ Bill Gates 

‘Be not afraid of anything, it is fear that is greatest cause of misery in the world. It is 

fear that is the greatest of all superstition it is fear which is cause of our woes and its 

fearlessness that brings heaven in a moment’ Swami Vivekananda. Five gems that are 

parameters of happiness a- honest heart, b-appreciation, c-soothing sensation, d-

empathy, e- sacrifice. Challenges come to us to make us better, not bitter. There is 

wisdom in challenges they can make or break you. Never limit your 

challenge,challenges your limits. The mind being all contentment what can make the 

rich or the poor? According to VairagyaShatakam. 

  ‘Is there a goal in your life that you are already to die for, if not then know that you 

are dead this very day, because life energy awakes only when a god is found for 

which you can die laughing. Friend, remember that only when you risk death is life 

available’ Osho. 

‘Money is the harsh reality of life. Some people live for it , some people die for it, 

some people utilise well, some people wastes it, most people fight for it, most people 

desire it’. RakashJhunjhunwala.  

‘A last minute goal will change the entire game so try up to last minute, anything is 

possible’ Pele 

 ‘If hard work is your weapon then success will be your slave’. 

  ‘The two most powerful warriors are patience and time’. 

Conclusion:  

Thoughts are powerful weapon that energies your mind. Worthy thought intends you 

to do something worthy in your life? Ideas and ideals make one idealistic in action 

and deeds. If your mind is filled with good ideas, then it makes you perform righteous 

work in right direction. Ideals brings one on right and just path for successful 

accomplishment of assigned work. Good thoughts makes all good deeds done in a 

best way. 

   Good ideas make constructive activities in a constructive way. Goods attitude, good 

aptitude leads to perform all good happenings in one’s life. All that is good brings all 

good transformations, all good results. Education through good ideas and good 

thoughts change the student’s mind in positive way. As it is said that life also is about 
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evolving, don’t stay in a situation that’s not helping you grow mentally,spiritually and 

emotionally. Inspiring thoughts inspires you from within and motivate for good 

action. Motivating people with good thoughts, good ideas and ideals also motivate 

you to do good deeds, good actions, and good performance.   
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